LONG STRUGGLE IN THE CARPATHIANS IS DRAWING TO END

Russians Are Moving Down Southern Slope to Plains of Hungary

BATTLE OF WORSE END FINALLY

German Submarines Continue Attacks—Defeat of Yugo-Hungarian Forces in the North Sea

London, April 12.—With the capture by the Russians of almost all the main cities of Transylvania, the battle of the Carpathians, which lasted several of 40 days, is apparently reaching a termination over the eastern front, and the Hungarian army is being in various places by fights and made along the river and streams given by the eastern slopes toward the plains of Hungary.

The United States government, in connection with the declaration of war by the United States, has decided to send a body of troops to the Chinese government to aid them in their struggle with the Japanese. The troops will consist of 10,000 men, and will be commanded by General John J. Pershing. The troops will leave for China on the 15th of this month.

THE WAR SITUATION

In Europe, according to the latest reports, the situation is described as follows: The British and French are making preparations for a great offensive, and it is expected that the Germans will be forced to retreat. The Russian army is also preparing for an offensive, and it is believed that the Germans will be compelled to retreat from the eastern front. The situation in the Balkans is described as tense, with the possibility of a war breaking out at any moment.
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